EMIS Release Notes- Updated Manifest

Collection Request Name: Spring Alternate Assessment Collection FY18

Description of Change: Missing report has been turned on. It will display students who meet enrollment criteria for having to report a test but the required test is not being reported by the district. Students missing due to having vendor results will be loaded when vendor results are available.

Planned Availability Date: 2/28/2018

Version Number: 2

Updated Version Requires:

- Starting a new/restarting the current collection of data? No
- Running a new prepare of the collected data? Yes
- Replacing any data already submitted to ODE with a new submission? No

“Updated Version Requires” Additional Information: Historical tests will be accepted for High School Alternate Assessment but only current test administration records can impact the missing report. Missing report will be updated daily based on the latest 'S' student data processed by ODE.

Known Issues Resolved: None.

New or Updated Level 1 Validation:

New or updated reports: Missing report for Spring Alternate Assessment Collection and Spring Alt Supplementary Assessments